Horsepower

Powering the total workplace.

Knoll
A Stable Structure for Dynamic Spaces

Horsepower®, by Antenna Design, is a compact, freestanding service channel that allows furniture and technology to be configured and moved independently from one another. The light, open beam is a simple, cost-effective way to deliver power and data solutions to primary and activity spaces, supporting today’s dynamic workplace.
Horsepower acts as a structure for whiteboards and video displays, and as a reconfigurable space divider.

Mobile Horsepower delivers power on demand to any space, scaling to provide portable technology solutions throughout the workplace.
Employees today view the entire office as their workspace. Horsepower offers solutions to power every corner of the office, so focused work can happen everywhere.

Mobile Horsepower brings power to refuge areas, when employees need a quick getaway. For heads-down desk work, the continuous Horsepower beam serves as the central spine for primary spaces, distributing hardwired, multi-circuit power to individual workstations. Antenna® Workspaces desks and storage mount to Horsepower for efficient workstation planning, and, with upmounted privacy screens, it becomes an ideal way to bring power and data to freestanding height-adjustable tables.
Horsepower’s intelligent structure allows for endless planning flexibility. Antenna Workspaces desks can attach at any point along the length of the beam, while integrated storage, shelves, screens, and lighting can shape an individual or group work area. Cable cleats below the beam let Horsepower manage data cables separately from power.
Casual, collaborative work can be enhanced by easy access to power. Horsepower has integrated power and USB charging outlets, making it easy to move technology into any space.

The Horsepower Perch, far right, offers a comfortable seat while charging mobile devices.
Horsepower optimizes shared areas by making it easy for people to connect. The Tech Cart offers a stable mobile structure for large video displays; the Sawhorse desk integrates discreet power access for an active meeting table; and the Perch leverages high traffic areas—like a busy corridor or lobby space—creating a flexible touchdown space and recharging area.
Horsepower®

Horsepower, by Antenna Design, is a light technology channel that serves the dynamic workplace as a place to sit and recharge, a structure for whiteboards and video displays, and a reconfigurable space divider that defines individual and group workspaces.